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[An unabridged reading by Tom Baker] Charles Dickens story of solitary miser Ebenezer Scrooge,

who is taught the true meaning of Christmas by the three ghosts of Christmas past, present, and

future, has become one of the timeless classics of English literature. First published in 1843, it

introduces us not only to Scrooge himself but also to the memorable characters of underpaid desk

clerk Bob Cratchit and his poor family, the poorest amongst whom is the ailing and crippled Tiny

Tim.In this new recording, Tom Baker delivers a tour-de-force performance as he narrates the story.

The listener joins Scrooge on Christmas Eve, witnesses the visitation of Marleys ghost, and is given

a glimpse of the many homes and lives which Scrooge has touched in his wretched life to date. This

ultimately uplifting tale is a festive delight to be treasured and listened to again and again.
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In the history of English literature, Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol, which has been

continuously in print since it was first published in the winter of 1843, stands out as the

quintessential Christmas story. What makes this charming edition of Dickens's immortal tale so

special is the collection of 80 vivid illustrations by Everett Shinn (1876-1953). Shinn, a well-known

artist in his time, was a popular illustrator of newspapers and magazines whose work displayed a

remarkable affinity for the stories of Charles Dickens, evoking the bustling street life of the

mid-1800s. Printed on heavy, cream-colored paper stock, the edges of the pages have been left

rough, simulating the way in which the story might have appeared in Dickens's own time. Though

countless editions of this classic have been published over the years, this one stands out as



particularly beautiful, nostalgic, and evocative of the spirit of Christmas. --This text refers to an

alternate Audio CD edition.

Starred Review. Dickens's classic holiday tale, like many cultural touchstones, often falls into the

trap of perennial reinterpretation. First aired in 1990 but only now available on CD, NPR's

presentation serves to place the familiar story back in its historical context. NPR News anchor

Susan Stamberg's introduction, along with background information in the liner notes, offers valuable

insights regarding both Dickens's gritty backdrop and his role in reviving Christmas traditions

otherwise forgotten amid rapid urban industrialization. The script being performed is the same one

Dickens used to use at readings. Comedy legend Winters, who serves as narrator while also

performing all of the male roles, juggles his duties seamlessly and demonstrates remarkable

dramatic range. His portrayal of Scrooge before the ghostly visitations evokes discernable pain and

loss beyond the over-the-top antics of an ogre figure. Veteran actress Mimi Kennedy voices the

female parts with gusto. With its quality production, attractive price and one-hour length, this release

offers the perfect gift and establishes a festive new annual ritual for families to share. (Sept.)

Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This

text refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.

A timeless classic. It's one thing to watch any of the multitude of adaptations that have been made

for both movies and TV but the story should nver be neglected in it's print form and provides all the

emotional punch that the others provide. Reading is an intimate experience in which the reader can

project herself/himelf onto the characters and experience the emotions as if they themselves are

experiencing them. A film has actors who have now permanently imprinted themselves and rob us

of this interpretive aspect that a novel or short story can provide. Alternately we are Scrooge, we are

Jacob Marley, we are Tiny Tim, etc, etc. I am very happy to have this wonderful story on my Kindle

and available whenever. It is a story that should not be excluive to Christmas but to any time of the

year.

I've read several derivatives (one with Jane Austen characters and voice, another the original

Christmas story with the innkeeper as Scrooge) this year, so I decided it might be time to re-read

the original. This was an interesting edition to read because it included a bio of Dickens and the

context of the book in the time period. It also included reviews throughout history since the story

was first written. Amazing the differences in reviewers' reactions--ranging from a reviewer from



Dickens' own time who predicted the story would still be read a hundred years later to a modern

reviewer who can't understand why anyone would ever read such a sappy, sentimental story. Some

saw Scrooge's transformation as a religious redemption; others saw nothing of the birth of Jesus in

the story.

I recommend only purchasing the hardback version if you are looking for the fully annotated "A

Christmas Carol". Both the paperback and Kindle versions (sold on the same webpage and with the

same description) are, in fact, not the same books. The annotated version is amazing and reveals

the entire "backstory" of Dickens' "A Christmas Carol". Highly recommended!

This is not an annotated edition in the way readers might expect. It is simply the text with some

biographical information at the end. If you are expecting explanatory notes about details in the text,

this is not for you.

This e published version of "A Christmas Carol" is beautifully illustrated and an absolute joy to read.

This is the first time I read this book. I expected a revision of Hollywood's version of this story.

Obviously, no movie can do justice to any book or novel; this book is no exception. What is

excellent about this version is that it gives a brief history of the historical background that Dickens'

wrote his work in and the history of this timeless classic. There may be a minor ( and I mean minor

issue) on two of the illustrations: Bob Cratchit carrying Tiny Tim on his shoulders and Scrooge

raising his salary. The Kindle Fire version of all the illustrations are recreated perfectly. They are

partially duplicated on the top third portion and look like the top third of the illustration is above the

the whole of the image in the Kindle 3G Keyboard version. I think that the publisher should look into

this. This is no reason to avoid purchasing this version. Again, this version is excellent!

"A Christmas Carol" is not just A Christmas story, but one of THE Christmas stories -- not only is it

instantly recognizable by pretty much everybody, but it's relentlessly copied and spoofed in

countless Christmas specials. But taken just by itself, Charles Dickens' yuletide novella is a pretty

bleak and bittersweet affair, with brilliant imagery and lots of ghostly weirdness.Scrooge is... well, a

scrooge -- a professional miser who hates Christmas, goodwill, charity, puppies, kittens, his

relatives, his employees, and virtually everything else except money.And on Christmas Eve, his

dead partner Jacob Marley comes back, wrapped with supernatural chains, and claims that Scrooge

is doomed to the same fate. But he has a chance at redemption: three ghosts representing will visit



him that night, taking him on a guided tour of Christmases past, present and yet to come.So

Scrooge is transported on a trio of hourlong trips through time. The childlike Ghost of Christmas

Past takes him to his bleak childhood, when he was less jaded and hard. The jolly Ghost of

Christmas Present takes him to people's homes on the very next morning, specifically of of his

nephew and the poor miner Bob Cratchit. And finally a Ringwraith-like spirit gives him a glimpse of

Christmas years in the future... a bleak and terrible future, unless he changes his ways.You can

read plenty of symbolism into a story like "A Christmas Carol

This was read to me every Christmas Eve when I was too young to read. Later we had the record by

Barrymore reading it. I re-read it every Christmas season, and even though the tale truly reflects the

hardness of that time in England in the 1800's I realize that such hardships still exist in much of the

planet today. It is truly worth reading by individuals of any faith ( or those who have no faith). Much

of the philosophy of A Christmas Carol seems to apply for any nation, any time. The illustrations in

this publication are charming. I had not seen them before and they add to the charm of the tale.

Every adult should take time to read this story of the reclamation of Ebenezer Scrooge.
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